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This module is one of a series of 100 performance-based
teacher education (PBTE) teaming packages focusing upon
specific professional competencies of vocational teachers The
Competencies upon which these modules are based were iden-
tified and verified through research as being important to suc-
cessful vocational teaching at both life secondary and post-
secondary levels of instruction The modules are yitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occupational areas ,

Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and application, each culminates with cr,iterton refer-
enced.assessrnent of the teacher's performance of the spec-
ified competency The materials are designed for use by indi-
vidual or groups of teachys m training working under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher educators acting as
resource, persons Resourte persons should be skilled in the
teacher compdtency being developed and should be thor-
oughly oriented to PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these materials.

The design of the materialsprovides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based preservice and
inservice teacher preparation programs V' meet a wide variety
of individual needs and interests The materials are intended for
use by universities and colleges, state departments of educe:-
Lion, post-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the professional development of voca-
tional teachers Further information about the use of the mod-
ules in teacher education programs is contained in three re-
lated documents. Student Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials, Resource Person Guide to
Using Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher
Education.
The PBTE curriculum packages are products of a sustained
research and development effort by The Center's Program for
Professional Development for Vocational Educatfoe Many in-
dividuals, institutions, and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have made contributions to the systeriVic develop-
ment, testing, revision, and refinement of these AN significant
training materials Over 40 teacher educators provided input in
development of initial versions of the modules, over 2,000
teachergand 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and post-secondary institutions used the materials and pro-
vided feedback to The Center for revision and refinement
Special recognition for major individual roles in the direction,
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of these materials is extended to the following program staff

' James B Hamilton. Program Director, Robert E Norton, As-
.

sociate Program Director; Glen E. Fardig, SpeCialist, Lois Har-
rington, Program Assistant; and Karen Quinn, Program Assis-
tant. Recognition is also extended to K4ty Rosa Technical
Assistant; Joan Jonegi, Technical Assistant, and Jean Wlsen-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the final refinement of
the materials. Contributions made by former program staff to-
ward developmental versions of these materials are also ac-
kn 'edged. Calvin J Cotrell directed the vocational teacher
co competency research Studies upon which these,modules are
b and also directed the curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972. Curtis R Finch provided leaders/up for the
program from 1972 -1974.

Appreciation is also extended to all those outside The Center
(consultants, field site coordinators, teacher educators,
teachers, and others) who contributed so generously in varioulk
phases of the total effort Early versions of the materials were
developed by. The Center in, cooperation with the vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at
the University of Missouri-Columbia Preliminary testing of the
materials was conducted at Oregon State University, Temple
University, and University of Missouri-Columbia

Following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous'
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country

Advanced testing of the materials was carped out with assis-
tance of the vocational teacher educators and students of Cen-
tral Washington State College; Colorado State University, Ferris
State College, Michigan; Florida State University, Holland Col-
lege, P E I , Canada, Oklahoma State University, Rutgers Uni-
versity, State University College at Buffalo, Temple University,
University of *gone, University of Michigan Flint, Universitir-of
.Minnesota-Twin Cities, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado; University of Pittsburgh, University
of Tennessee, University of Vermont, and Utah State University

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of Education for
sponsorship of this PBTE curriculum development effort from
1972 through its completions Appreciation is extended toihe
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of the U S Office
of Education for their sponsorship of training and advanced
testing of the materials at 10 Sites under provisions of EPDA
Part F, Section 553 Recognition of funding support of the
advanced testing effort is also extended to Ferris State College'
Hollart College, Temple University, and the University of
Michigan-Flint
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INTRODUCTION

If you have had the opportunity to listen to an
interesting, stimulating talk, have you thought
about why it was interesting or how if was different
from a dry, boring presentation? If so, you have
probably noticed that an interesting speaker
uses many well-chosen examples, anecdotes,
analogies, and frames of reference to illustrate
meaning. When verbal illustrations are not
adequate, visual aids such as drawings, charts,
and models can clarify a point A stimulating
speaker also uses subtle Cues to determine how
his/her audience is reacting, and adjusts the pre-
sentation accordingly

Vague generalities and poorly-chosen illustra-
tions, and a lack of rapport between the speaker
nd the audience, characterize aboring talk. Effec-

'ive verbal commvnication, on the other hand, is
characterized by direct, forceful points and clear, .
well-chosen illustrations. Additionally, an'effective
speaker has the ability to sense and respond to
what the audience is feeling and thinking

As a vocational teacher, you, will have daily op-
portunities to present informaqon to students by
talking to them In order to ba 'stimulating. in-
teresting speaker, yob' need to understand and

practice effective verbal communication. This
module is designed to help you identify and use
techniques that will improve your ability4

to corn-.....
municate verbally with students.

me

%.*
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ABOUT THIS MODUL
'Oblectives
iirminal Objective: In an actual school situation, pre-
sent an illustrated talk. Your performance will be as-

, sassed, by 'spur resource person, using the Teacher
ferformanoe,Mseisment Form, pp. 43-44 (Learning
Experience IV).

Enabling Oblect Ives:
1. After completing the required reading, demonstrate

, knowledge of bow to present an' illustrated talk
(Learning Experie,Qc'e I)

2. Glven.a.case scliptbf a teacher presenting an illus-
trated talk, critique the performance of that teacher
(Learning Experience 4!)

3 'In a simulated classroom Situation, present an illus-
trated talk (Learning Experience III)."

Prerequisites
To complete this module, you must have competency in
developinga lesson planif you do ridt already have this
competency, meet with your resource person to deter-
mine what method you will use to gain thi skill One
option is to complete the information a ace ac-
tivities in the following module

Develop a Lesson Plan, Module B-4,

-e

13

Resources
A list of the outside resources which supplement those'
contained within the module follows. Check with your.
resource person (1) to determine the availability andthe
location of these resources, (2) to locate additional ref-
erences in your occupational specialty, and (3) to get
assistance in setting up activities with peers or observa-
tions of skilled teaches, if -necessary Your resource
person may also be contacted if you have any dtfficulty
with directions, or in assessing your progress at any

lime

Learning ExAidence I c

Optional
Reference. ,Popham, James W and Eva b Baker
Systematic Instruction Englewood Cliffs, NJ
Prentice-Hall, Inc , 1970

Learning Experience II
Optional

A locally-produced videotape of a teacher giving an
illustrated talk which you can view for the purpose
of critiquing that teacher's performance
Videotape equipment for viewing a videotaped pre-
sentation

4

Learning Experience III
Requited

2-5 peers to role-play students to whom you are
presenting an illustrated talk If peers are unavail-
able, you may present your lesson to your resource
person

Optional
Videotape equipment for taping, view*, and self
evaluating your presentation

° A letource perspn to evaluate your competency in
ctiveloping a lesson plan

A ,\ ,

IL*teing Experience IV
'Required .

. An actual school situation in which you can present
information through an illustrated talk

' A resourc. cieerson to assess your competency in
presenting information through an illtiStrated talk

./

This module tovers performance element numbers 108,112-114 from
Calvin .1 Cotreil e1 al, Model Curricula for Vocational and Technical
Education Rerport No 9 (Columbus: OH The Center for VoCational
Education, The Ohio State University, 1972) Thd 384 elements in this
document,form the research base for all The Center s PBTE module
diuppment

For information about the greierPrganization of each module, general
procedures for their use, and terminology Which IS common to all 100
modules, doe About Using The Center's PETE Modules on the inside

clover
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earning Experience I
OVERVIEW

After completing the required reading, demonstrate knoWledge of how to
present an illustrated talk.

Activity.
. -

. . . Talk,rTnYou will be reading the information sheet, Presentig an Illustratea,. ,

Optional
Activity

%110

pp.-6-11.

You may wish to read_the supplementary reference, Popham and Baker,
Systematic instructioh, pp. 91796.

You will be de onstrating4moviledge of how to present an illustrated talk
"by completing he Self-Check, pp. 11 -14.

You will be evaltAing your competency by Coritparing your conliked
Self-Check with tfre Model Anawers, pp. 15-16.

ti
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For information on how to plan and deliver an illustrated talk, and on the
djfferen types of illustrations which can help clarify your ideas, read the
following information sheet il

PRESENTING AN ILLUSTRATED TALK
VIhether the, teacher presents information for-

, mally by standing in front of the class as a cebtral
. dispenser of knowledgewhilestudents takemtes,
or informally by encouraging student interaction
during the presentation, depends upon many fac-
tors. It depends on the teacher's own style of in-
struction as well as on -the type of information
being taught, the size of the class; and the type of
students in the class During, the past 'few years,
formal presentations have gradually been re-'
placed by other techniques so that the lecture
method instruction is not frequently used today
in Seco dary/post-secondary schools An excep-
tion is .V lectures

Some teachers feel.that there is'nosuch thing as
a good lecture, because they think tike method
itself is outdated and inadequate HoweVer, formal
group instruction does have advantages which
should not be overlooked when you plan your pre-
sentations '
The teacher
may have in\
formation
that sUidents
do not have
access to
This may
occur be-
cause stu-
dents lack
experience
or because
the informa-
tion has not _
been pre-

6

sented to them before on their leveltf understand-
ing. The teacher can often tailor a presentation to
the unique needs of a group of students, bringing
them-Irt touch with material ,which they would
otherwise miss.'

Several factors determine the form of the illus-
trated talk. If students are learning material which
is 'entirely new to them, student interaction. and
participation during the presentation will probably
be limited Depending on the type of information
being presented, it way be better to present the
informatio9dirst, and then to solicit student feedT
back, rather than encourage studenti to interact
throughout the presentation

Another consideratiOrris the number of students
in a group. Soliciting student feedback from 40 or
50 students duung a presentation can be a time-
consuming, clumsy process. In large groups,
some method of individual feedback might be
more efficient than group feedback

You should also consider which type of presen-
tation would communicate best with your particu-
lar class If students are good listeners and note-
takers, an illustrated talk cart be a very efficient way
to present information. The' teacher can gather
information from many_different sources and con-
dense it kn to one organized talk For students who
cannot stt passively and listen,,even to the best
formal talk, informal talks are an excellent way to
get them actively involved in learning

1 To gam skill in determining needs end interests of students you may
wish to refer to Module B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students



Plarining the Presentation

Many teach nd it helpful to refer to notes
when they presen information to students ver-
bally. Even a brief outline will keepyou on track.
However, you may need more detailecioreminders,
depending on the type.and qUality of information
you are presenting.

After you have had some practice giving a pre-
sentation, you will be better able to judge how
extensive your preparation should be. In any event,
your preparation shoyld be thorough enoughlo
ensure that you do not need to concentrate on
your notes during the presentation. Observe your
students as you speak; concentrate on them. Their
reactions will tell you whether you are being un-
derstood. Keep your eyes open for cues to help
you decide whether you need to speak louder,
&peat an explanation, ask a question, draw a dia-
gram, etc. The following. points are provided to
help you plan your presentation

Purpose.Write a statement of purpose (an
objective) covering the-student performance
which you want to teach through the
tation. For- example, "Students will de n-

7

strate knowledge of safety procedures it the
laboratory," or "Students will distinguish dif-
ferent types of nails." _

Key points. Make a note' of the key points
. '00 want to cover. Order them in a logical

sequence so that your students will have
sufficient background to understand. each
new point as you present it. Plan your talk
around your students, not around your mate-

- nal. Let their reeds and interests determine
what you cover, and don't present more mate-
rial than they can understand. A 20-mintite
lecture on the assimilation of protein, which is
appropriate for a group of community college
students in health occupations, may not be
appropriate for a group of freshmen students
in high school home economics
Introduction. The purpose of your presenta-
tion should be made clear in an introduction.
Tell students what they will learn and hoW it
will affect them. An introduction should orient
students to the lesson, and prep'are them to
receive the information you are going to pres-
ent.
Summary.Prespting' a good summary is
an important parf of your lesson. If you have
given a long or difficult lesson, you may need
to recap points as you progress from one
point to the next. At the conclusion of the
lesson, be sure to reinforce key points by re-
peating them briefly in the order in which they
were presented You may choose to use some
other method of summarizing depending
upon the type of lesson you are presenting or
the needs of your students.
Evaluation.Student feedback is the basis
for evaluating your presentation, and you
should plan ahead of time how you will get
feedback. After a formal illustrated talk has
been given, you might ask for questions or
comments. You may want to give a test or an
assignment to see how well you have com-
municated. Because an informal talk' is more
spontaneous, your evaluation can also be
more spontaneous. Depending on student
reaction, yOu might use a discussion, a role-
playing situation, questions, or other types of

-activities to evaluate students' understand-
ing.

4
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(
Delivering the Presentation

(

Regardless of whether you are preskinfing in-
formation in a .formal or an informai style, you
should be familial. enough with your material that
you can .watch your students while you .talk. A
teacher who stands in front of the class staring at
notes pr concentrating on an explanation may not
(mace that students are yawning or talking. In par-

ticular, your
presentation

should be
planned

carefully.so
that you can
vary it spon-

taneously,
depending

on reactions
from your

students. If
you find

yourself los-
ing the atten-

- tion of your
stud,ents, for instance, try.changing the pace with a
relatVd sigry or a visual illustration: If students
don't seem to be understanding your point, be
ready tO sirrIplify your meaning, shorten the talk, or
even, to substitute another activity in its place An
observant teacher will know how long a presenta-
tion should be and will tailor it -to the students' level
of understanding.

Frequently; teachers feel that a formal talk must
be delivered in very formal language Nothing
could be further frbm the truth. Talks should be
conversational in language and tone. Always be
yourselfnatural and relaxed-=whether you are
giving a formal presentation or an informal one.
Know your students, and talk to them on their own
level, not above it. Remember, too, that roar man-
ner of deliverythe way you inflect your voice,
emphasize words, meaning,
just as your word do. If you appear bored,
chances are that your students will be bored If you
are excited and interested, your students probably
will be motivated to listen lo you.

It is often thought that the teacher should stand
in one.position at the frCirit of the classroom when
making a presentation. ActUally, teachers should
vary their movements, just as they shbu Id vary their
pace and tone, when giving a presentation. A
teacher who stands motionless before a group of
students may soon lose the attention of students.
They may -turn their attention to other objects,
such as windows, walls, reading material, etc

c, 4 .

( t I
Do you have ,a pet phrase or gesture? Many

people do liavettaithout realizing it. Any charac-
teristic, even an inconspicuous one, can become
)nonotonous and distracting if it is overdone,
Habits such as stroking the hair; adjudting a watch,
playin with a pencil or a piece of chalk can be
annoying to students. Wgres such as "like," "yew
know," "right," or expreSsions such as "ah" in-
serted between words, can becofne very annoying
or distracting to others if you use thbm constantly.

tet.
Since these

types of
mannerisms
aft usually,

uncon-
scious, you
"will notice
them only if

you really
think about

what you are
doing, or if

you have the
opportunity
to see your-

self on a
videotape.

Humor can be a definite boon to any press a-
tion if it is spontaneous and related to an im rtant
point. A teacher is not a comedian, however, and
should not attempt to Mn the class over with
canned jokes. Students can usually see through
this type of humor, and often it falls flat. In particu-
lar, don't tell the same story regularly simply be-
cause it's one of your favorites

't A summary of the important points you should
remember when presenting information verbally

-follows
Speak clearly and Indly enough so thateveqstudent can
hear you
Don't speak too rapidly or too slowlyavoid unnecessary
pauses
Dgn't remit from notes Look at your studenti as you talk
Watch their expressions and movements to determine
whether you are being listened to and understood
Be enthusiastic Don't use a monotonous tone
Use gestures for emphasis, but avoid annoying or distract-
ing mannerisms

- Be cOnversationar and 'natural



c. Using illustrations

Both verbal and, visual illustr'ations can help
/clarify concepts. Listening and viewing are more
effective when 'used together,, so you will want to
plan to use both verbal and visual illustrations in
giving a presentation.

Visual aids need not be elabotate. Often a simple
diagram drawn on the chalkdbard or a chart_24-
jected onto a wall will complement a Ifeson"
equally as well as a feature film. Whatever type of
visual aid you use, the important thing is to plan for
it ahead of time. Know when you are going to use it/ and have it on hand so that you can go smoothly
from an explanation to a visual aid without break-
ing the flow of the presentation. Remember that
evqry student should be able to see the visual aid
and that you should be looking at your -stu-
dentsnot at the visual aidduring the presenta-
tion. Don't stand in front of a diagram and talk to it
while your students struggle to see through you.2`

illustrationsanalogies," frames of refer-
ence, anecdotes, exampleshelp to convey
meaning just as pictures, graphs, diagrams or
filmstrips do In`Oving a presentation, you will
need to know how to use verbal illustrations to
hold the interest of your students and to make your

\meaning clear to them.

Analogies
-An analogy is a comparison of one thing to

anoth4 which emphasizes the similarities be-
-) tweerl them. In general, the known is compared to

the unknown so that a student can apply his/her
previous knowledge to a new situation. For ex-
ample, the flow of electrical current through a wire

2 To gain skill In selncting and/or prepanng aids, you may wish to of a student who lost his/her eyesight throughrefer to Module 8-5, Select Student Instructional Materials. and/or
Module B-6, Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Materials neglecting to follow the correct safety practice.

can be compared to the flow of water in a pipe. A
molecule in motion is analogous to albouncing

ng-pong ball. The rotation of the earth on itSeixis
is analogous to a spinning top. Don't usa an anal-
ogy unless the simiraritles being compared out-
weigh the differences. Recognize the limits of an
analogydon't give your students the impression
that electrons flow through a wire because of
gravitational attraction as is the case with water

'flowing through a vertical pipe.

Bata serial end visual illustrations can kip thinly concepts

Frames o$ Reference
A frame of reference is the knowledge or set of

attitudes which a person brings to a new experi-
ence. In learning a new concept, for example, The
student must use his/her knowledge as a refer-
ence and build upon it to master new knowledge.
By presenting information in terms of a learner's
previous experiences, a teacher can help students
grasp new ideas quickly. The introduction to a talk
is a logical place to use frames of reference.

Another use of frames of reference is in teaching
students to analyze situations.from different points
of view. For instance, a teacher wo is giving a talk
on salesmanship Might want al have students
role-play a situation in which a dissatisfied cus-
tomer returns a piece of merchandise to the sales-
person who sold it. Allowing students to see the
situation from different frames of referencethe
customer's: the salesperson's, the store mana-
ger's can he(p clarify the point that "the cus-
tomer is always right." Or, a lecture on the impor-
tance of safety glasses might include a case study

(A



Students could be encouraged to consider the
consequenCes of the accident from different
frames of referencethe student's, lie teacher'St
the school administrator's, the parents' to em-
phasize the irriportance of following the safety
practice.

Frequently, frames of'reference are established
through group interaction in an informal learning
experience. Diqcussions, for instance, are a very
natural way to encourage students to analyze a
topic from different viewpoints. A role-playing
situation er4cou rages students to act out their feel-
ihgs, to analyze their own and, others' behavior,
and to consider alternative types 'of behavior. A
case study allows a student to analyze 0 problem
and to consider his/her own solution to it in rela-
tion to other solutions Analogies can also help to
establish frames of referorce. If you draw an anal-
dgy between the flow oftelectrjcity and the flow of
waterthe resistance Of the pipe to the water is
analogous to theresistance of the wire to the elec-
trical currentond water prepsure is analogous to
-electromotive potentialyou have established a
frame of reference based on the student's knowl-
edge of how water flows through a pipe"

1

Anecdotes
An anecdote is an amusing or interesting story

which, is designed to illustrate a point the speaker
is trying to Take. It may be true or fictional, long or
short. Following is a typical anecdote:

A young boy asked a wrinkled, tottering old man,
"How do you do it? What's your secreporIliving such a
long tirne9" R.

The old-timer replied, "Well, I drinko pint of whiskey
a week'; I smoke a pack of cigarettes'every day; ande
never go to bed before midnight. I know how to enjoy
Myself and I live each day for itself. That's what keeps
me young."

After the young boy pondered the did-timer's words
a bit, he couldn't resist aOing a second, question.
"How old are you anyway

"Thirty-five," answered the old-timerVoudly

This might be a.nappropriate illustration for a point=
about nutrition or rest. °Herren anecdote remains
in our memory longer thanthe.talk it was part of. If
it makes a point; that point may remain clear in
students' minds long after theyrave forgotten the
rest of the lesson Anecdotes should,be a natural
part of a talk
and suited to, 4111oi4
your particu- ref1,eA-

lar students
Don't force
an anecdote
into a talk
where it
really
doesn't be-
long Just be-
cause it's
one of your

e favorites

Examples
An example is a representative sample of a gen-

eral principle, process; or idea A,Ford is,an ex-
ample of a car. A toaster's an example of a house-
hold appliance Using examples is a natural and
effective way to illustrate a point. When you find
yourself saying, "for example," or for instance,"
you are using an example to illustrate a point.
Make sure that,your example is actually represen-
tative of the point you dire trying to make. Be sure
iMt you choose examples from your students'
franNe of reference. In other words, be sure to use
examples which they can readily grasp and apply
to the concept you want to teach

11.
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In Summary', when you are ',Aping any type of
illustration to dal* a peon), ydu should keep a
few criteria inmind.

Does it relate directiy to your'pbint?Don't
use an'"Illuskation'merely by Use it's an at-
trabtive:visual aid.or idea. Mahe sure it con-

. tries t,o tote rctessada yoU pie tri/iRg. to get
acrosl. tl

Is it accurate?Use factual, typical illustra-
tions as much as possible Avoid generbz-
lag from a fictional or isolated, case'

9

1 Optional
Activity

ti

I

ti

Is it clear?Try to use enough detad so that
your listeners can follcon, you, but don't bore
or confuse them with irrelevant information
Is it the best way to present information ?_
Whether you are using verbal_ or visual
lustrations, ask yourself if there is a better
way to get your point across
Is it appropriate to the
I'lations should be carefu'lly planned for the
ability level of learners

1

Foy' further information on planning and delivering a talk, you may wish to
read Popham and Baker, Systematic Instruction, pp 91-96

The-following s items check.your comprehension of the material in the
information sheet, Presenting an Illustrated ,Talk, pp 6-11 Each item
requires a short, essay-type response Please explap fully, but Briefly, and
make sure you respond to elk: facts ordach item

SELF-CHECK
1 What are the adoentages and disadvantages of a formal method of presenting verbal information

to students? C

I

4 I

4*

11



e .0

:.4 ,.. .. .

5 9
2. What are.the advAtages and disadvantages of an informal method of presentingverbalinforea-

tion to students?

\..

1/
..:

I

3. If you were planning a presentation, what are some of the factors you would consider in

. determining whether to give a,forrrral talk or an informal talk? ..

--,

.

li.

e

5

,

et.

1 .

4. Whatare some specific things you Would do to prepare a presentation?

/-

,,

1

11.

13

12.

.
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5. Asa rule of thumb, ibis suggested that the talk be broken down into the following time limits: 20%
-for the introduction, 60% for the key points, and 2P% for the summary. Why should an introduc-
tion and a summary be included in t talk?

4

I #
1

6 Student feedback is the basis for evaluating whether a talk has been understood What are some
different ways of obtaining student feedback?.

7. During a presentation, the; ieacher needs to be alert to students' reactions In an informal talk,
students m'ay contribute comments and questions throughout so that the teacher is constantly
aware of how well he/she is communicating But, in a formal presentation, there is usually no

determine

verbal feedback from students until the presentation is finished How can a teacher
determine whether students ar6 understanding a formal presentatisp?

13



8. Mr. Jones is a vocational teacherwho likes to sit at his desk while he lectures. 4e prides himself on
being well prepared, He uses detailed notes and follows them very carefully,His students call him
"Preacher Jones" because he has a tendency to dramatize his lectures and to shout occasionally
to attract students' attention. Students like him, though, because he doesn't seem to mind their
doing their homework while he preaches. What db, you think of Mr. JOnes' style\ of delivery?

/

4.

A
r

9. Define thelollowing types of verbal illustrations analogy, frame of reference, anecdote, example.

s
1
t

J
10 Why are illustrations needed in a verbal presentation? ..-

11 Novi/ can y6u decide whether a particular illustration is a good way to clarify a point?

I

_.

,

1
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Compare you written responses on the Self-Check with the Model An-
swers given b low Your responses need not exactly duplicate Ore model
responses h wever, you should have covered the same major points

MODEL ANSWERI
1. A formal presentation can be advent

the teacher is presenting inforrnatio
dents which is entirely new to Ilem
particularly true-if students would,hav
contribute during the otesentation. \Formal
presentations are also advantageaus in
large-group instructidn where the number of
students would pirevAlit teacher-stuOnt in-
teraction throughoult the talk. If students\listen

. well and take good notes, a formal tarIc\it an
efficient way to present information beCeuse
the teacher can synthesize information from
several sources and organize it into one talk

There are also disadvantages to using a formal
presentation. It may be difficult to determine
whether students are actually listening to and
understanding the talk merely on the basis of
their nonverbal reactions A formal presenta-
tion, even elOodP one may fall flat with a
group of students.who go not have good lis-
tening and note-taking skills Another disad-
vantage is 'that formal presentations tend to
lack spdntarietty end livepness

2. Two important advantages of an informal
method of presenting verbal information to
students are (1) the teacher receives confirm-
'ous student feedbacktduring the presentation
and can use this.feedback spontaneously to
direct the course of the prbsentation, and 2)
students who have difficulty listening and
nate-taking passively can get actively involved
in the presentation

The advantages of an informal presentation
are partially offset by one important disagvan-
tage: the larger the group, the more ltime-
consuming it becomes to encourage student

. interaction throughout the presentation Thg
teacher must act as a moderatOr to keep the
talk on target. Otherwise, it can disintegrate
into altull session

eous if
to stu-
This is
little to

It)
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3 Following are some things you should COQ-
sitier when you plan a presentation:

Att.r,
,"

What type of students do I have? Are they
good listeners? Can I tell whether they are
undersfanciing me just by watching their
facia] . expressions or should I solicit
feedback during the presentation?
d'Oes the subject of the presentation ierid
itself to student interacticm? (So my stu-
dents have enough background knowl- _

edge of the subject to contribute to the
talk?
Is groupfeedback or individual feedback
more appropriate to the size of the class?
Would 1)ersonally be more comfortable
with aformal presentation or an informal
one?

4. Most teachers like to make nqtes' to guide
them through a presentation, The purpose of
the talk should be Nkrritten down briefly Then,
the key Points should be listed in their correct
order. If you, need to ailustrate any of these
points, you should prepare visual ails ahead
oMime and have them on hand during the talk

Verbal illustrations should aThiought out
carefully irtodvance to be sure they are the
best way to illustrate 'the point you want to
make Make sure that you can cover each
point in a reasonable amount of time for your,
particular group of students brgalqize your
talk around an introduttiorrikey points and a
summary, Then, plan and prepare the evalua-
tion device to be used. .Ferrample, if you
decide to lead a discussiorCwrite down some
key questions ahead of time

5, The purpose of an introduction is )0 get stu-
dents ready to listen. It shotird inform them of
what they will learn and why it is important.
The summary should briefly recap the ain
points of the lesson to reinfgrce and arify
Them. The summary is also a bridge fr the.
lesson to the evaluation activity



I.

6. Evaluation of students'-knowledge may be ob-
tained by giving a test or assignment, solicit-
ing questions and reactions from students or
asking them questions, leading a discussion,
using a role-playing or case-study activity,\etc.

7. During a formal presentation, the teacher
should keep an eye on the class at all ti es
and watch for cues such as yawning, whisp r-
ing, puzzled expressions, daydreaming, et .,

to alert him/her to students' reactions.

8. Mr. Jones' lectures should be conversation I

in tone, not dramatic exercises. His habit o
stationing himself- at his desk is also a polo
onelMovia9 around theclassroom would help
hold stuMnts' attention. Apparently Mr. Jones
pays more attention to his notes' than tie
should since he doesn't notice that students
are doing their homework while he lectures.
His habit of shouting to attract attention and
his tendency to dramatize can become dis-
trading and monotonous, just as any man.
nerism can if it isbused routinely.

9. An analogy is a comparison of a known ob-
ject, idea, or process, to an unknown object,
idea, or process, in which essential charac-

/
teristics of both things being compared are

' basically similar in nature.

A frame of reference is the background
knowledge which a person brings to a new
experience, i.e., it is "where a person is com-
ing from."

tn anecdote is a story which is used to illus-
rate

ry
ate a point.

An example is a representative sample of a
general principle, process, or idea.

10. The purpose of both verbal and visual illustra-
tions is to clarify meaning. A well-chosen il-
luStration can convert a vague generality into
a clear concept. Illustrations are like handles
which allow students to grasp larger ideas, to
remember them, fo use them.

11. The criteria for deciding whether a particular
illustration is a good one are as'follows:

Does it relate directly to the point') '
Is it accurate ?.
Is it clear? 111-

Is it the best.way to present informatiOn? ..
Is it appropriate to the audience')

LEVEL OFPERFORMANCE: Your completed Self-Check should have covered the same major points as
the model responses If you missed some pbints or have questions about any additional points you
made, review the material in the information sheet, Presenting an Illustrated Talk, pp. 6-11, or check with
your resource person if necessary

11
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Learning Experience II
. OVERVIEW

Aci4tivityi

You will be reading the Case Script, pp. 18-19. .'

Givj1 a case script of a teacher presenting an illqstrated talk, critique the
performance of that teadher.

Activity

.

,

'I)

;
Option

YouAvill be critiquing the performance of the teacher described in the Case
Script, using the Critique Form, pp. 20-22.

1St_

Vtotywill evaluating'your competency in critiquing the performance of
teacher described in the Case Script by comparing your contlet9d

crItiqtle with the Modelyritique, pp. 23-24.

e 3 , ,,

w , Ike
You may wish to view a locally-produced 1deotape of a teacher giving an

, ,
i

illustrated talk, and to critique thayeacher's performance.
4 ..77.

r

; /J
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The following Case Script describes how Mr Ahmed, a vocational teacher,
gave an illustrated' talk on the metric system.to a group of students With
the criteria for presenting an effective illustrated talk in mind, read the
situation described

CASE SCRIPT
Mr. Ahmed stands up to begin his talleand glanceg
at.his clas4 of ten students. Each student has a 'pad
of paper- and a pen and appears ready to begTh
taking aofes. He takes his notes o at of his brief-

o case, then drops thern back in. H is so familiar
with the topic to be presented th t he feels hie
doesn't; aped notes ,

-Alt. mAhed: *,- 4* '
.

N-present: 85% of theW,orld's populatiorkive
s-,.,* in countries theare.using-the metre system

It's not, going to be too 1png before we Amerii
cant are going to be using the metric sYstern as
well How will the metric systeth affect ouraaily,
lives?. Why should we .bothe o ch'ange fro'rri
our present systeMloansenti y new systene
These are tw0 questions I would tikelOdiscysi
today. , ;

.

a.Now,lor the purposes.91 our discu'Ssion, let
me call, the process of chiingeover from dur
systert--Whrch is called the efilglish'systim--*
to tharnetric SysteM, "Metrication,*

.
_Mr Ahmed notices that two students appear to'be
silently laughing.

The transition Was a little bit hard to take. The
sartie thing happens when we try to change
from feet to meters and from quarts to liters. It's
going tb be a very difficult fhing.for us to 'adjust
to For example, We're accustomed to buying
our Milk in quarts, and we knotv how much milk
IS in a quart, howrnany people it will serve, how
many quarts we need But if we were to sud-
denly start buying our mrik in liters, we wouldn't
knowbow many literswould ke needed to serve
,a family.
\ , Also, for example, suppose we -ripee a brief-

, Ease ale, and it says, "This briefcase weighs
1 kilo ram empty." Does this mean that this is a
nice, light brieftiase, or a hekvy briefcase'? Hoiv
could We tell until we're learned the metric s?g-
ternQ And learriing that system is going to be
-very difficult f . I

Mr.,Ahm Writes the word "Metrication" on.tna..
C,halkbo d.

The effects Oaks criange&ier Will have on our
4-daily living is We top,(C.af our eliscusSion today

There are two very rfaport.'int types Of, chenge-
over effects We' sfiart OW! the'm short-term
fects and !Ong-term effects , -.

Mr Ahmed *rites ,the two words on the Chalk-
board- ,'

Short-term effects are thdse effdcts 'are
. felt during the transifton. process., Long-ter

effects are felt over a tongerperiod of time ah
show uS the reason why We are cnangingfrom
one syStem to another 't

First of all, changing f'rOrn one system to
. another is always a very difficult process

Changing from one pattern of behavior to-
another is also very difficult How many of you
have aken driver, training? Do you all re-
memddr the problems you experience when
you Switched frpm driving in the sirnuletor to
driving a real car?

, 1

Ntint -these aren't the only troubles were
,golng-to have when adjusting to the new metric
sy'Stern We're also going to have to face certain
economic problems Pre4erttly, we buy nuts,
bolts, and tools according to their measure-

., ment in fractions of feet and inches For ex-
)ampld; we have a 1/2" nut Now, if we change to
the metric system, that 1/2" nut will beccime a
12 7 millimeter nut

.

ow are we going to remember such odd
bers? That transition wilibe difficult focus
ever, manufacturers will help us a litt bit

in this direction During the transition p cess,
'they will indicate both the English and e met-
ric system measurements of goods me of
you may have already experienced this mhen

. buying dress patterns YD143ifernd both the met-
ric knd the English system written on the back
of the pattern

Mr Ahrned notices a girl is nodding her head at
that remark
.. At this pout, I'll bet yiti are asking you'rselves

whywe should switch systems In the long run,
how' are things going to be better off in the

18



metric system than in,our English system?.Why
should we have to inconvenience ourselves to
learn a new system? Well, let me see if I can

- answer some of these questions

We' are familiar with certain .basic mea-
surements rQ the English system For instance,
we know that there are three feet in a yard,
5,280 feet iPra mile, and 43,560 square feet in an
acre. We have to remember all these numbers
and all these units and conyarsion factOrs
That's a lot to remember since there is no'ap-
parent logical pattern to"these measurements.
In the metric system, there is a pattern

. .

Let me give you an example of the difficulty of
a system where you've got all these different
numbers and measurement patterns to
memorize. - Now,, our currency consists , of
1-dollar bills, 5-dollar bills, 10-dollar bills, etc
Most of our units of currency are in multiplesioY
5 and 10 Now,' if you wee to go to Kenya. and
try to transfer from our' currency system to
theirs, you would experience many difficulties
In Kenya, a pound sterling is 240 pennies, a
pound sterling is 20 shillings, 12 pennies make
up a shilling. How are you going to remember
all these things? Instead of units of 10's, you ve

- got to worry about units of 12,20, and 240 How
do you remember these things? Ho/i do you
keep all those units straight in your head?

In the metric system, everything is in mul-
tiples of ip or in tenths-100, 1000', 10,000, and
so on Everything is in terms of ten a it makes it
easier to remember the conversio/f from one
system of units to another But more than that,
the names of the °metric units help you re-
member the coffee/ conversion A kilogram, for
exafriple, is 1,000 grams A millimeter IS
1A000th of a meter A kilometer is 1,000 meters
&l en the names themselyes suggest what the
conversion factor ought to be Of course, you
have tO memorize the prefixes that tell us what
the, relationship is, but that's easy .

The metric system has an additional advan-
tage It measures the conversions in units of 10
so it fits in perfectly with our deCirnal system
For example, I can convert 100 millimeters to
centimeters very easily 100 millimeters equal

4

10 .centimeters, milli means 1 '1000, ctnti
means 11100, centimeter IS 10 times as big as h
millimeter So all I have to do 4o make this
change is simply change the decimal point
However, if you want to' change some' rnea-
surement from feet to yards or from yards to
miles, you've got a much more difficult conver-
sion factor to go through It's,not as 'simple as
Just moving the decimal point ,

Mt' Ahmed noticeS, with satisfaction that he still
has his students' attention and that 'them
notepads are filled with notes

in addition, there arescertain economic ad=
vantages that you will experience once we ve
changed to the metric system As I pointed out
before, 85% of the world's population already
use the metric system They produce goOds
and services iii;)ich we import to ..our country,
We produce goods and services which. we ex-
port to their country. The business of, exporting'
and impOrting will become a simpler process
when we can work under the same systerni.ror
example, when I buy an American tool I I be
able to use it to fix my Volkswagen or T ofa
because everything will be' measured i the
same units Screws, bolts, and various other,
parts ,will all be standardized and, therefpre,
interchangeable

This standardization will help to improve
communication between countries especialici
in the busihess World Once we have estab-
lished these better relationships, then, hope-
fully, businesses in all countries will improve
the quality of their work in order to.maintain
convention We all benefit because we get
higher quality products So that is, basically,
the long-range effect of changing to the metric'
system

Tomorrow we'll investigate the origin of the
metric system Later this vleek, we II investigate
why a 1/2" bolt made yesterday sfill can flop
nut made today, and we II analyze how we can
standacclize the units of measurement

Well that's about it for today Are there any
questions?

Mr Ahmed pauses rtorrerttarily
None? Okay See you all tomorrow

19
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Below is a Critique Form with qu,estions to guide you in preparing a written
critique of Mr. Ahmed's competency in presenting an illustrated talk.-Read
each question, and indicate by circling the YES or NO, Whether or not Mr.
Ahmed accomplished each item. Briefly explain your responses in the
space provided for comments below each item.

CRITIQUE FORM
1. -Didhe-teachei. state the purpose of the lecture in the introduction?

Comments.

r
YES NO

9

2. Did the int u bon, orient students to the lessOn? YES NO

Commen

3. Was the teacher's style of presentation,,) 6 , formal, suited to the size of the YES NO

group allethe nature of the material being 'presented9-

comments

i
4. Did the leacher select information to present which Was suited to students' - YES NO

level of understanding?.

Comments

5 Did.theteacher observestudents during the presentation to see whether YES, NO

they were listening to and understanding the talk?

Comments. /".

2

20
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6. In the introduction, the teacher said he would discuss two things how the YES NO
metric system will affect our lives, and why we should change to this system.
During the talk Fie made the point that we will be using this systdm of
measurement in buying things and making things and that this transition
would be difficult. The second point he made was that we should change.to
the metric system because in the long run it is easier to use and it will ,
Improve our standard of Iping. Did he summarize these two points in the
conclusion of the, talk? /

Comments

7 Did the teacher use student feedback, to evaluate ttie talk? YES NO

Comments

1.0

8 During the introduction, the teacher used the chalkboard twice lathe first YES NO
instanc4, he wrote the word "metrication' on the chalkboard In the second,
he wrote the two words, "short-term" and 'Tong-term," From4What you know
about visual illustrations, is this use of the chalkboard an effective way to
illustrate the introduction?

Comments

ti

2
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9. The first key point which the teacher makes is that "Changing from one YES NO
system to another is always a very difficult thing."To illustrate this point, the
teacher draws the analogy that changing from the English system to the
metric system of measurement is like changing from a driving simulator to a
real car because both adjustments are very difficult. Is this a good analogy?

Comments:

4

10. The teacher uses the following example to illustrate the difficulty of convert- YES NO
ing from the English system to the metric, system. "Suppose we see a
briefcase on sale and it says, 'This briefcase weighs 1 kilogram eppty Does
this mean that this is a nice lightbriefcase or a heavy briefcase'?" fs this

-example suited to a high school audience?

Comments

401

11 The teacher makes the point that using the metric system will simplify our WES NO
calcutations because in the metric system everything is in multiples of ten
To illustrate this point, the teacher establishes a frame of reference on the
basis of the ease with which we can calculate how much money we have
when we have arrassortment of currency, since our money'is in multiples of
five and ten Kenya's currency system is not in simple multiples, and conse-
quently it is more diffic,ult to use Does this frame of reference help clarify
the point that calculations will be simplehf-we-eonvert to the metric system?

Comments

22
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Compare your completed written critique of the Case Script with the Model
Critique given below Your circled responses should exactly.duplicate the
model {esponses. Your Written comments need not exactly duplicate the
model comments, however, you should have covered the same major
points

ga,

MODEL CRITIQUE
1. YES. The teacher described two purposes of

the lecture: (1) to know how the metric'system
will affect our daily lives, and (2) to know why
we should .change from _the English to the
metric system

2. NO The teacher did not /elate the present
lesson to previous lessons or tie it to other
relevant student experiences.

3. NO Since the group was quite small, the
teacher could easily have obtained student
feedback during the talk. The illustrations he
used cftld have been drawn from individual
students' experiences if he had solicited feed-

- back throughout the talk instead of waiting
until the end.

. .

The question as to the short-range effects of
using the metric system in particular lends
itself to student involvement If students were
given a case study or a problem to solve which
required .them to use the metric system in-
stead of ,the English system, they could easily
discover and discuss the difficulties they en-
countered in using the metric system

4. YES. The metric system can be taught to
elementary children as well as high school
students. However, the teacher did attempt to

ake the point that a free exchange of goods
and services between nations raises the qual-
ity of those goods and services because of
competition for the market, and that toe result
is a higher standard of living for all This con-
cept might be a little difficult for high school
students to understand

.

5. YES The teacher did not read from his notes
or concentrate on them while he talked to
students. He observed the class as he spoke

6 NO There is really no summary The teacher
breaks off abruptly from the second main
point and announces what the next week's
lessons will cover

7. NO The teacher -asked if there were any ques-
tions and when the students did not volunteer

- any, he closed the lesson The teacher should

be prepared to' ask questions himself if stu-
dents do not volunteer The fact that they were
taking notes during the talk does not indicate
that they understoo'd what was in their notes

NO. The word "metrication" is used only once
during the-entire lecturein the introduction
Since the teacher never refers to it again, it is.
likely that the word itself does not enhance or
clarify the meaning of the lesson Writing it on
the chalkboard teacheS students nothing
further about the purpose of the lecture than
has been already stated

Similarly, writing the words "short-term" and
"long- term" does not answer the question,
"What is a short-term effect or a long-term
effect of converting to the metric system 9 or
the question, "Hoist short is a short-term effect
and how long is a long-term effect"

As an alternative method of illustration, the
teacher might have sown students a world
map which was color-cO?led to indicate which
countries use the English, and which use the
metric system of measurement This sort of
visual illustration could add depth to the open-
ing statement, "At plitsent, 85% of the world's
population live in countries that use the metric
system

9 NO. Even if we assume that all students are
familiar with the process of changing from a
driving simulator to a real car, so that this part
of the comparison is "known," and even if we
assume that changing from a driving
simulator to a real.car is in fact very difficult,
the two processes are still not analogous The
function of a driving similator I's to makil it
easier to drive a real car The transition may be
difficult, but should not be difficult.

On the other hand, learning how to use the
English system of measurement does not
facilitate learning how to use the metric sys-
temin fact, it complicates the process. The
essential characteristics of the two processes
being compared are not actually similar

2,1
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10. NO. Most high sphool students would not be 11.

concerned withThe weight of a briefcase since
few would need to buy one, and they might
have trouble knowing a "light" one from a
"Ifeavy" one even if the measurement were in
pbunds. The teacher could have'selected an
example of more interest or relevance to this
particular group of students. He might have
chosen the size of an automobile engine or the
distance covered by a home run to arouse
students' curiosity.

YES. The teacher has built on students''preyi-
°Us knowledge (i.e., their understanding of
the U.S. currency system and the ease with
which it can be used) to give them an idea of
how easy it would be to calculate aistances,
weights, and measuresif our measurement
system were similar to our currency system
(i.e., in simple multiples of ten).

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your,circled responses ghould have exactly duplicated the model re-
sponses; your written comments should have covered the same major points as the model comments. If
you missed some points or have questions abput any additional points you made, review the material in
the information sheet, Presenting an Illustrated Talk, pp. 6-11, or check with your resource person if
necessary.

II Optional
,Activity

i4

Your institution may have available videotapes showing examples of
teachers giving illustrated talks. If so, you may wish to view one or more of
these videotapes. You might also choose to critique the pertormance df
each teacher in giving an illustrated talk; using the criteria proyjded in this
moduie, or critique forms or checklists provided by your resource person."

nfr
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Learning Experien6e III .

OVERVIEW

Activity

*Activity

MM.

e 4
In a simulated classroom sittlation, present an illustrated talk.

,You will be selecting tudent performance objective in your occupational
specialty that lends Iliblf to giving an illustrated talk to present informa-
tion.

4

., .
Yo will be selecting, modifying, or developing a lesson plan designed to
achieve that objective using an illustrated talk.

.0.

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy of-your
plan.

You will be selecting, obtaining, or preparing any visual materials needed
for your ,presentation.

You will be presenting your illustrated talk to a group of peers, or tp your
resource person.

2
25
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You may wish to rettIrd your talk on videotape for self-evaluation pur-
.

poses

Your coMpetency in-giving a talk to present information )will be evaluated
by you peers, or by your resource person, using the Lesson Presentation
Cheeist pp%29-40.

S

. .

If you videotaped your talk, you may.wish to evaluate your awn perfor-
mance, using the Lesson Presentation Checklist, pp. 29-40.

ti
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Select a student performance objective in your occupational specialtydr
Activity which coUld be achieved, at least partially, by presenting an illustrated talk.

(In a real wortd situation, you start with an objective and then select the
most appropriate materials and/or teaching methods. In this practice
situation, however, you need to select an objective that lends itself to using
an illustrated talk to present information.)

Prepare a detailed lesson plan which includes the use of an illustrated talk
Activity. ^ Instead of developing a lesson plan, you may select a lesson plan that you

have derloped previously, and adapt that plan so that it includes the use
of ,tAn illustrated talk'to present information.pclude at least one analogy in
your.plarl and plan to establish a frame of reference at least once.

Activity

IOptional 0-

IV Activityft,

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy Of your
'-plan 41e/she could use the Teacher performance Assessment Form in
Module B-4, Develop a Lesson Plan, .as a guide

O

Based on your lesson plan, select, Obtain, or prepare any visual materials
you will neet4gio illustrate your presentation

In a simulated lassroom situation, present your lesson to a group of two to
five peers. These peers will serve two functions. (1) they will role-play the
students to whom you are presenting your lesson, and (2) they will evaluate
your perforrna-nce. If peers are not available to you, you may preseerf your
lesson to your resource person

If you wish to self-evaluate, you may record your performance on videotape
so you may view your own illustrated talk at a later time.

,.

20
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(40

Multiple copies of tbit Lesson Presentation Checklist are provided in this
learning experiencirGive a copy to each peer, ar to your resource person,
before making your presentation in order to ensure that each knows what

to look for itl--your lesson. However, indicate that during the lesson, all
attention As to be directed toward you, and that the checklists are to be
completed after the lesson is finished.

If you videotaped your lesson, you may wish to self-evaluate, using a copy

of thlipsson Presentation Checklist.

74
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST(
. ,

Ass) ..,

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that.
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or full accomplished. If, bedaus8 of special dr-

. cumstanceS, asperforrnance c ponent was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, plate an'X in the

O

Name

Date

Resource Person

Co

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

e
Jae

In giving a talk, the teacher:
1. _stated the purpo the tai uction Er El EI

oriented students to the lesson F

3. selected a type of presentation, i.e , formal or informal, suited to:
CIa. stdents', level of understanding .

b. the teacber's own personal style of delivery CI CI .1=1.

c. the size of the group ..'.

d. the nature of the material being presented

4. selected information which was suited to students' level of understand-
ing

0

5. tirnAed tri-elua-ntity of information presented dry theta.sts of students'
levb1 of understanding ... . . . . E:=1 El CI EJ---

6. used verbal or nonverbal cues from students to determine whether
students vre listening to and understanding the talk ..

7. used verbal or nonverbal cues from students to determine the talk's
length, focus, pace, activities, or illustrations CI CI CI EJ

8. illustrated key.points du ring the presentation, either verbally or visually

9. summarized eaclOey point at the conclusion of the presentation I7.1

r10. used student feedbackio evaluate the talk

11. spoke audibly .... .. 4 42
12. avoided distracting mannerisms or expressions ..

;4. 13. maintained eye borter.t',ilifth students ... C:L C:1
lisitt

14. projected enth6 fbr the sulDject of ii
15. spoke in a tone which was relaxed, cony 'fional, and natural

29
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ti

During the talk, the teacher used an analogy t]16. related directly to a poin/ which the teacher was making

17: was suited-to students' level of 'understanding . CI

18. compared the known to the unknown . n D
19. compared twoyngs essentially similar in nature El. ELIE C21

'-
During the talk, the teacher established framiii of reference which:
20 related directly to a point which thl teacher was making .... CI El

,E1 El El21. were suited to students' level of understanding ..

22 allowed students to see atoplc from different points of view El 0 -0 t
LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses If any item receives a NO, or"
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine Ovhat additional activities the
teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s)

30
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e*LE4SO'N PRESENTATION CligilKOST

1 . ,

DireCtions: Place an X in the j10, .PARTIAL, or FULL boxio indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
*partially.accomplished, or fully accomplished'. It, becauie of special cir-

, cumstancIss, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A' box.

Name

Date

Resource Person

LEVEL of PERFORMANCE

e <44

In ding talk,*the teacher:
1. stated the OurpOsetf the talk in the introduction

2. 'orierited students to the lesson 11 El 11 El
3. :selected a tyOeof presentation, i.e., formal or informal, 'suited to: it]

a. students' level of understanding .

b. the teacher's own personal style of delivery . Li
c. the size of the group . 11 El 0
d. the nature ofithe material being presented. -

¢. selected information which was suited to students'Jevel of
El11El

understand-
Eling

level of understanding
5.1imited the quantity ofintomiation presented on the basis of students'

6. used verbal or nonverbal cues from students to determine whether
students were listening toand understanding-the-talk 011

7. used verbal or nonverbal cues4from students to determine the talk's
length, focus, pace, activities, or illustrations El 11 0

8. illustrated key points during the presentation, either verbally or visually 11 El
9. summarized each key point at the conclusion of the presentation I:I 0 ,

10. used student feedback to evaluate the talk I:I
11. spoke audibly -- .. ... .

12. avoided distracting Mannerisms or expressions [3- 0.
13. maintained eye contact with student El 11 11
14. projected enthusiasm for the subject of the talk El El,

spoke in a tone which was relaxed, convelional, and natural po
34:
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During the talk, the teacher used an analogy which:

,
0 '016. related directly'to a point Wiiich the teacher was making

! 0 ID17. was suited to students' level of Understanding . . ...... ....

18. compared the known to the unknown CI .0
19. compared two things essentially similar in nature

During the talk, the teacher established frames of reference which:
20., related directly to a point which the teacher was making . .. Elo
21. were suited to students' level of understanding .,

22. allowed students to see a topic from different points of view . -0
A 1.

LEVEL OF,PERFORMAt4CE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. It, any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, theteacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities the

teacher needs to in order to reach competency in the weak area(s)..

I
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LESSON PRESENTATION' CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in.thre NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box tp indicate thee
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
Pally accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
camstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.e

P.

Name

Date

Resoutco Person

In giving a talk, the teacher:
1. stated the purpose of the talk in the introduction

2. oriented students to the lesson .

liVEL OF PERFORMANCE

O

[7] 171

EED
3. selected a type of presentation, i e., formal or informal, svitedto

a.:Students' level of understanding .. El
b. the teacher's own personal style of delivery . CI I:1

c. the size of the group

d. the nature of the material being presented

M

4. selected information which was suited to students' level of understand-
ing

5. limited the quantity of information presented on the basis of students' II '0level of understanding

6. used verbal or nonverbal cues from students to determine whether
El Elstudents were listening to and understanding the talk- . ..

7. used verbal or nonverbal cues' tom students to determine the talk's
length, focus, pace, activities, o# illustrations ... .

8. illustrated key poi nts d uring.the presentation, either verbillypr visually El
9. summarized each key point at the conclusion of the presentation

10. used student feedback to evaluate the talk ... 'El
11. spoke audibly .-E3 El

E=1 El12. avoided distracting mannerisms or expressions ... .......

13. maintained eye contact with students El 0
14. projected enthusiasm for the subject of the talk El
15. spoke in a tone which was relaxed, conversational, and natural 'D.

3
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During tied talked* teacher used an analogy which:
16. riga directly, to a point which the teacher was making .. nil
'17. was suited to students' level of understanding . DO

...

18. compared the known to the unknown OE
.

19. compared two things essentially similar in nature E DE
During the talk, the teacher astablishect frames of reference which:
20. related directly to a point which the teacher was making DE:=1

DI
.

21. were suited to tudents' level of understanding (

22 allowed students to see a topic from different points of view OE

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or NiA respon.ses If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response. the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities the
teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).

M.,
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- LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

a Name

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the rdllowing performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box Resource Person

Date

T

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

s.
1r ..,:,...\

%- 41 ,
e

In giving a talk, the teacher:
1. stated the purpose of the talk in the introduction 0
2. oriented students to the lesson riE El
3. selected a type of presentation, i.e., formal or informal, suited to

a. students' level of understanding E:=1 El
.b. the teachers own personal style of delivery I:1 CI-
c. the size of the group .

d. the nature of the material being presented

s
4. selected information which was suited to students' level of understand-

. . . .

5. limitedlhe q entity of information p4ented on the basis of students'
level of understanding .. ...... 0.-E

6. used verbal or nonverbal cues from students to determine whether
students were listening to and understanding the talk ..0

7. used verbal or nonverbal cues from students to determine the talk's
"` length, focus, pace, activities, or illustrations . E] E] 0 E1,

8. illustrated key points the presentation, E
El ti9. summarized each key point at the conclusion of the pr ntation

,1
ifi. used student feedback to evaluate the talk . Et
11. spoke audibly ... ., CI El-
12. avoided distracting mannerisms or expressions.,

El 0 12,.,

13: maintained eye contact with students

14. projectedyenthuslasfrtior the subject of the talk

15. spoke in a tone which was relaxed, conversational, and natural El

/35 30-
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During the talk, the teacher used an analogy which: ED16. related directly to. a point which the teacher was making .....

17. was suited to students' level of understanding .... 111:
18: compared the known to the unknown ED
19. compared two,thin9s essentially similar in nature . . E:1 DO
During the talk, the teacher established frames of reference which:

. OD20. related directly to a point which the teacher was making .

21. were suited to students' level of understanding . DO
22. allowed students to see a topic from different points of view . . .0 ED D
LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: AN items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to ditermine what additional activities the
teacher needs to Complete in order to reach competency in the we area(s).
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the,N/A box.

Name

Date

Resource Person

LEVEL'OF PERFORMANCE .

In giving a talk, the teacher: ID1. stated the purpose of the talk in the introduction

2. oriented students to the lesson

3. selected a type of presentation, i.e., formal or informal, suited to 0 OEa. students' level of understanding . .... ..

b. the teacher's own personal style of delivery On
c. the size of the group,

d. the nature of the material being presented

4. seleded information which was suited to students' level of understand-
ing On

5. liMited the quantity of information presented on the basis of students' El 0level of understanding .. . . ..... . .

6. used verbal or nonverbal cues from students to determine whether
students were listening to and understanding the talk

7. used verbal or nonverbal cues frOm students to determine the talk's
length, focus, pace, activities, or illustrations D Ca

c
10°

8. illustrated key pointsduring the presentation,eitherverballyorvisually

9. summarized each key point at the'conclusion of the presentation E] 1:1 C:1

10. used student feedback to evaluate the talk El
11. spoke audibly 1:1

t 12. avoided distracting mannerisms or expressions 1:1

13. maintained eye contact with students 1:3

ki14. -prolected enthusiasm for the subject of the talk

15. spoke in a tone which was relaxed, conversational, and natural

30
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During the talk, the teacher used an analogy which:
Ei16. related directly to a point which the teacher was making

17. was suited to students' level of understanding Ei
18. compared the known to the unknown'. ............. El;
19. compared two things essentially similar in nature El
During the talk, the teacher established frames of reference which:
20. related directly to a point which the teacher was making .. ,

21. were suited to students' level of understanding .

"22. allowed students to see a topic from different points of view

JO
Ei

LEVEL OF,PERFORMANCE: All items must recerk FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO,.pr
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activiti$'the
teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).

al
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

rar
Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was. not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place antX in the N/A box.

Name

Date

ResoUrce Person

In giving a talk, the teacher:
1. stated the purpose of the talk in the introduction

2. oriented students to the lesson .

3. selected a type of presentation, i.e., formal or informal, suited
a., students' level of understanding

b. the teacher's own personal style of delivery .

c. the size of the group

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

Z'

I

t 41.

e 44.)

El El&

E9 D's

Li
CI

d. the nature of the material being presented ........
4. selected inforrriation which was suited to students' level of understand-

.
ing

)

ELL] a
D.C1E141:1

5. limited the quantity of information presented on the basis of students'
level of understanding

6. used verbal or nonverbal cues from students to determine
students were listening to and understandihg the talk .. ,. 4 1;1 0

tc.
7. used verbal or nonverbal cues from student to determine the talk's...,

length, focus, pace, activities, or illustrations/ CI 0 El- El
8. illustrated-key points during the pretentation, either verbal lyor visually LI -
9. summarized each key poliket the conclusion of the presentation .

_..

a ' D El..
. .

11. spoke audibly . . :

.J2. Aided distracting mannerism or expressions

"013. rnilntained eye contact with students . .....

14. projected enthusiasm for the subject of the talk . . ..... [II L:1 ,0
15. spoke in a tone which was relaxed, conversational, and natural . CI CI CI 0,

10. used student feedback to evaluate the.talk .

1

4 t)
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During the talk, the teacher used an analogy which:
4:n . C:1 0 ID16. related directly to a point which the teacher wat making

17. was suited to students' level of understanding El El In
18. compared the known to the unknown El Ely
19. compared two things essentially similar. in nature , 1=1 ,[7.4 1:1..

Curing the talk, the leacher established frames Of reference which: monn20. related directly to &point which the teacher was making

21..were suited to st4nts' level of understanding ........ , D 1:1

22. allowed students to see a topic fr,9m different points of view E111
,'..1

I,. OF PEF1FORMXNCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A respdnses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL respoOse, the teacher and resource person shouN meet to determine what additiondl activities the
teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).

I.
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Learning Experience 1V
.1

FINAL EXPERIENCE

n an actual school situation,' present an illustrated talk.

4

_
As ycita plan your lessons, decide when an illustrated talk could be used
effectively to ai0 you in meeting the lesson objectives. Belied on" that
decision, present an illuttrated talk. This will include7-:

selecting, modifying, or developing a lestioncplan which includes this
lefhniquik /

selecting, obtain ,,.! ,:earitsn'y visal materials needed jor the
talk 1 -

,using at leak cane an: yand establishinga frame of refiirenli at
leaSt once during the talk

fa'

NOTE: YOur resource person may want you to Nitwit your witten lesson.
plin,:to him/her for evalUation before r st your lesson..lt may be
helpful f your resource person tg la the TPAF from Module B-4, P

Develop riesson Plan, to Quid; his/her evaluation.

. A ."1.
Arrange in advancf to hale ;bur refource person obsenaryo
presentation.

Your total 'Competency will be y your rescue person, tatting the.
Teacher Performance Assessment Form, pp,

Based upon the criteria specifiedi,int,this Eissessment inetrUrnenlyour
resource person will determine Wt4ether you are conVetent in presenting

'o
, an illustrated.talk.

' For a definition of "actual school situation," see the inside took cover

42
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TEACHER PARFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM -

Present an Illustrated Talk (C-15)

IP.

'Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading.
If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/kbox.

Name

Date

Resource Person

In giving a talk, the teacher:
1. stat0,. the purpose of the talk in the introductidn

4.- oriented students to the lesson
,

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCI

3. selected a type of presentation, i.e., formal or informal,
suited to:
a. students' level of understanding

b. the teacher own personal style of delive
I.

c. the size of the grdup .

d. the niitt.ixe of the material being 'prtieeKed

4. selected information which was suited to students' level of
understanding .. . . . . . . 44

6. used verbal or nonverbal cues from students ,to dete
whether students were listenidg to and uMberstanding the
talk .

ke

El El :it
El El

DOD OD
El CI, El ID El

El El
D. El 121 El 0 ,O

. ..
4,

7. used verbal or nonverblif cues fki m students to determine r-t
-tt talk's length, focus, pace, activities, or illustrations

8. illustrated key points .during the presentation, either
belly or visually

It summarized each key'po int at the conclustbn of the presen-
tation

10. used student feedback to evaluate the ialk
4

U. spoke audibly

12. avoided distracting mannerisms or expressions

0P

14. projected opthuslasm f

15. ske in a tone which
ral

sutaject of the /elk

relaxed, cOnversation) and

4

40.
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O

During the talkijhe teacher used an analogy which:
18., related directly to a point which the teacher was making

17. wassulted to students' level of understanding

18. compared the known to the unknown .

19. compared two things essentially similar in nature ....

During the talk,, the teacher estabilsh%1 frames of reference
which:
20. related directly to a point which the teacher was making

.110
21. were suited to ents' level of understanding ..

22. allowed students to see a topic from differentpoints Of view

4 0fr4\ 1)

El

El El 11 El El

11 11 11 El
El 11

CI EI
LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses If any item
receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what
additional act 'sties the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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ABOUT USING THE CENTER'S PBTE
MODULES

0J:inanition
Eacit mOduleisilatigned to help you gain competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teach-
ing success A module is made up of a series of learning
experiences, some providing background'information,
some providing practice experiences, and others com-
bining these two functions Completing these experi-
ences Ittoi.)Id enable you to achieve the terminal objec-
tive in the final lear'ning experience The final experience
in each module always requires you to demonstrate the
skilkin an actual school situation when you are an intern.
a student teacher, or an inservice teacher

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program You need to take only those
modules covering skills which you do not already pos-
iess Similarly, you need not complete any learning ex-
perience iyithin a maule If you already have the kill
needed to complete it Therefore, before tak any
module, you should carefully review (1) the Introduction,
(2) the Objectives listed on p 4. (3) the gverviews,pre.
ceding each learnthg experience, and (4) the Final Ex-
perience After comparing your present needs and com-
petencies with the information you have read in these
sections, youshould be ready to make one of the follow-

',Ong decisions
that you do not have the competencies indicated,
and should complete the entire module
that you are competent in one or more of the en-
abling objectives leading to the final learning ex-
perience, and thus, can omit that (those) learning
experience(s)
that you are already competent in this area, and
ready to complete the final learning experience in
order to "test, out"
that the.module inappropriate to your needs at
this time

When you are ready to take the final learning experience
and have access taan actual school situation, make the
necessary arrangements with your resource person If
you do nqt complete the final experience successfully,
meet with your resource person and arrange (1) to re-
,peat4he experience, or (.2) completa (or ;eview) previous
sections of the module or other related activities
suggested by your resource person before attempting to
repeat the final experience -

Options for recycling are also available in each of the
learning experiences preceding the final experience
Any time you do not meet the minimum level of perfor-
mance required to meet an objective, you and your re-
source persdn may meet to select at twines to help you
reach competency This could involve (1) completing
parts of the module previously skipped, (2) repeating
activities, (3) reading supplementary resources or com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person', (4) designing your own learning experience, or
(5) completing some other activity suggested by you or
your resource person

alb

Terminology
Actugt School Situation . refers to a situation in
which you are actually working with, and responsible
for, secondary or post secondary vocational students in
a real school An intern, a student teacher, or an in-
service teacher would be functioning in an actual school
situation If you do not haVe access to an actual school
situation when you are taking the module, you can com-
plete the module uptothe final learning experience You
whilld then do the final learning experience later. i e.,
when you have access to an actual school situation
Alternate Activity or Feedback refers to an item or
feedba,9k device which may substitute for required
items which, du to special circumstances, you are un-
able to complete
Occupational Specialty refers to a specific area of
preparation within a vocational service area (e g , the
service area Trade and Industrial EdOcatiori includes
occupational specialtieS such as automobile me-
chanics, welding, and electricity)
Optional Activity or Feedback refers to an item
which is not required, but which is designed to supple-
ment and enrich the required items in a learning experi-
ence
Resource Person refers to the person in charge of
your educational program, the professor, instructor
administrator, supervisor, or cooperating/supervising
classroom teacher who is guiding you in taking this
module
Student refers to the person who is enrolled and
receiving instruction in a secondary or post-secondary
educational institution
Vocational Service Area refers to %Inajor vocational
field agricultural education, business and office educa-
tion, distributive education, health occupation;; educa-
tion, home economics education, industrial arts edu-
cation, technical eduCatugor trade and industrial edu-
cation
You or the Teacher refers to the person who is tak-
ing the module

If
Levels of Performance for Final Assessment
N/A The criterion was not met because it was not
applicable to the situation
,None No attempt was made to meet the criterion,
although it was relevent
Poor The teacher is unable to perform this skill or
has only very limited ability to perform it
Fair The teacher is unable taped-oral-this skill in an
acceptable manner, but has some ability to perform it
Gdod The teacher is able to perform this skill in an
effective manner
Excellent The teacher 'sable to perform thiSskill in a
very effective manner

4r;
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Titles of-/The Center's
Performante-Based Teacher Education Modules

Category A: dam Rending, Development, ind Evaluation
A-1 Prepare for a Community Survey
A-2 Conduct a Community Survey
A-3 Report the Findings of a Community Survey
A-4 Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-5 Maintain an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-8 Develop Program Goals and Objectives
A-7 Conduct an Occupational Analysis
A-8 Develop a Course of Study
A-9 Develop Long-Range Program Plans
A-10 Cond Uct a Student Folloupp Study
'A-11 Evaluate Your Vocational Program

Category Moducdonal Planning
B-1
Category,

Needs and Interests of Students
B-2 Develop Student Performano%Objectives
B-3 Deve Instruction
9-4 Develop Plan
B-5 Select Instructional Materials
B-8 Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Materials

Category C: Instructional Execution
C-1 Direct Field Tnps
C-2 Conduct Group Discussions. Panel Discussions, and

Symposiums
C,3 Employ Brainstorming, Buzz Group, and Questionfox

Techniques
C-4 Direct Students in Instructing Other Students
C-5 Employ Simulation Techniques
C-8 Guide Student Study - -
C-7- Direct Student Laboratory. Experience
C-8 Direct Students in Applying Problem-Solving Techniques
0-9 Employ the Project Method
C-10 Introduce a Lesson
C-11 Summarize a Lesson

C-12 Employ Oral Questioning Techniques
13 Employ Reinforcement Techniques

C-14 Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners
C-15 Present an Illustrated Talk
C-18 Demonstrate a Manipulative
C-17 Demonstrate a Concept or Prontrp)e
C-18 Individualize Instruction
C-19 Employ the Team Teaching Approach
C-20 Use Subject Matter Experts to Present Information
C-21 Prepare Bulletin Boards and Exhibits
C-22 Present Information with Models Real Objects and Flannel

Boards
C.Z3 Present Information with Overhead and Opaque Materials
C-24
C-25
C-26
C-27
C-28
C-29

Present Information with Filmstrips and Slides
Present Information with Films
Present Information with Audio Recordings
Present Information with Televised and Videotaped Mateskils
Employ Programmed Instruction
Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart -

Category 0: Instructional Evaluation
0-1
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-5
0-8

Establish Student Performance Criteria
Assess Student Performance Knopledge
Assess Student Performance Attitudes
Assess Student Performance Skills
Determine Student Grades
Evaluate Your Instructional Effectiveness

Category insizuceortal Management
E-1 Project Instrueironal Resource Needs
E-2 Manage Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities
E -3 Arrange for Improvement of Your Vocational Facilities
E-4 Maintain a Filing Sitern

E-5 Provide for Student Safety
E-6 Provide for the First Aid Needs of Students
E-7 Assist Students in Developing Siilf-Discipline
E-8 Organize the Vocational Laboratory
E-9 Manage the Vocational Laboratory

Category F: Guidance
Gather Student Data Using Formal Data - Collection Techniques

F-2 Gather Student Data Through Personal Contacts
F-3 Use Conferences to Help Meet Student Needs'
F-4 Provide Information on Educational and Career Opportunities
F-5 Assist Students in Applying for Employment or Further Education

Category 0: Schooi-Comnninity RMations
G-1 Develop a Sch&I- Community Relations Plan for Your Vocational

Program
G-2 Give Presentations to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-3 Develop Brochures to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-4 Prepare Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-5 Prepare News Releases and Articles Canceling Your Vocational

Program
G-6, Arrange for TelevisiNncl Radio Presentations Concerning Your

Vocational Program
0-7 Conduct an Open House
G-8 Work with Members of the Community
G-9 Work with State and Local Educators
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Program

Category H: Student Vocational Organization
H-1 Develop a Personal Philosophy Concerning Student Vocational

Organizations
I-1-2 Establish a Student Vocational Organization

Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members for '
Leadership Roles

1-1-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in Developing
and Financing a Yearly Program of Activities

Supervise Activities of the Student Vocational Organization
Guide Participation in Student Vocational Organization Contests

1-1-5

H-6

Categoryl. Professional Role and Development
1-1 Keep Up-to-Date Professionally
l- Serve Your Teaching Profession
1- Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Education
1-4 Serve the School and Community

Obtain a Suitable Teaching Position
1-6 Provide Laboratory Expenences for Prospective leachers
1-7 Plan the Student Teaching Experience
1-8 Supervise Student Teachers

Category J. Coordlnadon of Cooperative Education
J-1 Establish Guidelines for Your Cooperatrve Vocational Program
J-2 Manage the Attendance Transfers, and Terminations of Co-Op

Student!
J-3 Enroll Students in YoOr Co-Op Program
J-4 Secure Training Stations for Your Co -Op Program
J-5 Place Co-Op Students on the Job
J-6 Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job Instructors
J-7 Coordinate On-the-Job Instruction
J-8 Evaluate Co-Op Students On-the-Job Performance
J-9 Prepare for Students Related Instruction
J-10 Supervise an Employer-Employee Appreciation Event'

RELATED PUBLICATIONS
Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher Education

Materials
Resource Person Guide to Using Fterformance-Based Teacher

Education Mails
Guide to theimplementation of Performance-Based Teacher Education

Fill Information regarding availabtiftrand prices of these m_ aterials contact-,

AAVIM
American Association for Vocational Instructional Materials

12efingineenng Center University of Georgia Aerie, Georgia 30802 (404) 542-2588
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